Abstract-We propose multidimensional timestamp protocols where each transaction has a timestamp vector of multiple elements. The timestamp vectors need not be distinct but do define a partial order. The serializability order among the transactions is determined by any topological sort of their timestamp vectors. The timestamp in our protocols is constructed dynamically, not just based on the starting/finishing time as in conservative and optimistic timestamp methods, and thus the concurrency control can be enforced based on more precise dependency information derived from the operations of the transactions. Several classes of logs have been identified based on the degree of concurrency which represents the number of logs accepted by a concurrency controller [12] . The class for our protocols is different from any previously known classes such as two phase locking (2PL), Dserializable (DSR), strictly serializable (SSR), timestamp ordering (TO), which have been defined in [5, 9, 12, 13] . If the dimension of the timestamp vector is one, then our protocols recognize the class timestamp ordering (TO). We will briefly discuss the implementation of the concurrency control algodthrn for the new class.
INTRODUCTION
There are two basic concurrency control approaches.
The first based on locking is the two phase locking protocol [7] , which requires that no two transactions hold conflicting locks at the same time, and that no transaction get a lock after it has released one. The second one is based on time stamps associated with transactions or data items. In the conventional timestamp ordering, each transaction has a unique timestamp which is the starting time of that transaction. All the conflicting operations are required to occur in the timestamp order [2, 4, 17] . There are several variations of the timestamp ordering. Multiversion of item values has been used to increase the degree of concurrency [3, 14, 15] . We note that the conventional timestamp ordering tends to prematurely determine the serializability order, which may not fit in with the subsequent operation sequence so that we need to abort some operations. In contrast, the optimistic approach [6] tends to wait till the end of the transaction to make a commit/abort decision. Thomas [16] specifies the situation when some writes can be simply ignored instead of being aborted. A performance measure for various protocols is the degree of concurrency. A concurrency controller provides a higher degree of concurrency if it recognizes more serializable logs [12] . If a concurrency controller does not recognize a log, it either blocks a transaction or aborts it.
In this paper, we present the multidimensional timestamp protocols (MT), which provide higher degree of concurrency than a single dimensional timestamp protocol. The protocols allow a transaction to have a timestamp vector of up to k elements. The maximum value of k is limited by twice the maximum number of operations in a single transaction. Each operation may set up a new dependency relationship between two transactions. We encode the relationship by making one vector less than the other. Each timestamp element is used to bear this kind of information. However, earlier assigned elements are more significant in the sense that subsequent dependency relationships cannot conflict with the previously encoded relationships. In such a way, we can decide to accept or abort an operation based on the dependency information derived from all the preceding operations. In other words, we use the approach of dynamic timestamp vector generation for each transaction and dynamic validation of conflicting transactions to increase the degree of concurrency. In Section II, we present the protocol MT-I. In this protocol, we compare the timestamp vectors of two transactions by going through the prefix elements until we reach two unequal or undefined elements each in one vector. Then, either the order of these two elements can determine whether to accept or abort an incoming operation; or we need to encode a new dependency relationship by making one element less than the other and accept the operation. Next, we present the protocol MT-2 suitable for concurrency control of nested transactions [11] . This protocol is a variation of MT-1. We partition the transactions or actions into groups which are formed either based on transaction types as in SDD-1 [4] or based on hierarchical levels as in nested transactions [11] . The serializability is assured at two levels. The same kind of technique as MT-I is used at each level.
We draw a dependency digraph as follows. So, for this log, the serializability order will be T1T2T 3 without a need to abort T 3. This is precisely how more logs will be acceptable to the concurrency controller. As a more general case, suppose
Ti: <2, 1, *> Tj: <2, *, *>.
To encode a dependency between T i and Tj, we compare the two vectors. Then we find the 1st elements do not tell the order between T i and Tj. However, we can set the 2nd element in the vector of Tj to either 2 (if Ti ---> Tj) or 0 (if Tj ---> Ti) such that the order of the vectors consists with the dependency order.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL TIMESTAMP PROTO-COLS

Definitions
In the two-step transaction model, a transaction Ti consists of R i followed by W i. The sequence of operations produeed by a set of transactions is captured by a log. A log is a tuple L = <D, T, Z, S, x>, where D is the database item set, T is the transaction set, Y. is the atomic operation set, S is the function which gives the set of items accessed by an atomic operation, and x is the permutation function which gives the sequence number of an operation. For example, if a log L is the sequence cq3 T --•, then x(cc) = 1, ~ (13) 
TRT(x)
:the latest transaction that reads a data item x, RT(x) is a transaction index.
-
Twz(x)
:the latest transaction that writes a data item x, WT(x) is a transaction index. 
i). TS(RT(x)) or TS(WT(x))
changes everytime x is read or written because of an operation on x. The protocol will derive these elements from a logical clock (instead of a real clock) according to the dependency relationships among the transactions. 
Now, we add one more condition to describe the class MTO as follows. A generalized definition of FDTO for the multi-step transaction model where each transaction has a sequence of operations (either read or write) is as follows. Suppose a transaction has at most q operations, then FDTO is the class of logs recognized by the protocol MT-1 using (2q-1) dimensional timestamp ordering. (For example, in the two-step transaction model, each vector needs 2 x 2 -1 = 3 elements for MT-1 to recognize the FDTO class.) This will be made clearer after we discuss the algorithm. The order of two timestamp vectors is defined as follows.
Definition 7.
TS(i)<TS(j)
if there exists l<m <k such that
TS (i , m) < TS (j , m ), and TS(i,h)=TS(j,h),
1 <h <ra.
TS(i)>TS(j) if there exists l<m-<k such that TS(i,m) > TS(j,m), and TS(i, h)=TS(j, h), 1 <h <m. TS (i) = TS (j)
if there exists 1 < rn < k such that both
TS (i , m ) and TS (j , m ) are undefined, and TS(i, h)=TS(j, h), 1 <h <rn. TS (i) ? TS (j) if there exists 1 < rn < k such that either TS (i, m) or TS (j , m) is undefined (but not both), and TS (i , h) = TS (j , h ), 1 < h < m.
The Protocol MT-1
Now we describe the algorithm in detail. Our algorithm is applicable to the multi-step transaction model. Let Ti attempt to issue an operation O on a data item x. RT (x) (respectively WT (x)) is used to locate the timestamp vector of the latest transaction that reads (respectively writes) x. The design of this protocol is based on the idea that we compare TS (RT (x)) or TS (WT (x)) (depending on which one is larger) with TS(i). The comparison is done by going through the prefix elements in the timestamp vectors until we reach two unequal or undefined elements each in one of the vectors. Then if both elements are defined, their order determines whether to accept or abort an incoming operation; otherwise we need to "encode" a new dependency relationship by making one element less than the other and accept the operation. The symbol '*' represents an undefined timestamp element. Each vector has k elements. Icount and ucount are used to set the k th elements to distinct values. Procedure Set (j, i ) is used to compare the vectors and encode the dependency Tj--~Ti by setting We think of T O as a virtual transaction which reads and writes all the data items before any other transactions. So, TS (0) never changes after the initialization. Note that the kth elements must be set to distinct values since a vector has k elements and Set works only if m is less than or equal to k. We can also see that Set (j, i) may set at most two elements: TS (j, m) and TS (i, m). If a transaction Ti has q operations, Set (j, i) will be called exactly q times for some j, and Set (i, l) may be called and return a true value at most q times while TS (i) is used as the most recent read or write timestamp for some transaction Tt. So, at most 2q elements in TS (i) may be set either by Set (j, i) or by Set (i, l) for some j, 1. If we let k = 2q, MT-1 can recognize the whole FDTO class. However, the lower bound of k is really 2q -1 for MT-1 to recognize the FDTO class as a result of the following theorem. Theorem 1. If k = 2q and a single transaction has at most q operations, TS (i, 2q) will not be set by MT-1 for any transaction Ti.
TS(j) < TS(i).
Algorithm:
Sketch of Proof. We assume the contrary. That is, there exists T i such that TS (i, 2q) is set by Set (j, i) for some j. It follows that at least q of the prefix elements in TS (i) are set by Set(i, l) for some l, and the remaining q -1 elements set by Set (j, i) for some j. However, since Ti only issues q -1 operations before TS (i, 2q) is set, TS (i) is the most recent read or write timestamp of at most q -1 data items. Then, Set (i, l) may set at most q -1 elements in TS (i) for some l. This contradicts our assumption.
[~ Time Complexity Analysis. We consider the complexity of an on-line algorithm 1 where serializability is validated once an operation is generated. We find MT-I can recognize an MTO log of n transactions in O(nqk) time, since a log has O(nq) operations and it takes O(k) time to l. This is different from an off-line algorithm where serializability is validated only after all the operations in a log have been generated. schedule one operation. The major cost to schedule one operation comes from the comparison of two vectors of size k. The time complexity is comparable to other schedulers: O(n2q) is required [12] to recognize either a DSR log or a 2PL log. Actually, our scheduler favors smaller transactions in the sense that transactions with fewer operations tend to get faster response time. Further, vector processors can be used to increase performance.
The Abnormal Case. A transaction may be repeatedly aborted by MT-1 without being committed as in the following log.
L = WI[X]W2[x]R 3[Y]Wn[Y]W3[x]
T 3 will be aborted once it issues W3 [x] . Even if T 3 restarts, the same situation repeats since the timestamp order is always TS(1)=<I, *,...>=TS(3) < TS(2) = <2, *,...>, which violates the dependency order T 2 ~ T 3. So, we propose an optimization for MT-I. That is, if T i should be aborted due to the order TS (i) < TS (j), we flush out TS (i), set TS(i, 1) to TS(j, 1) + 1, and then abort Ti. Thus, we can ensure TS (j) < TS (i) when Ti restarts in the future as long as Tj is not aborted before then.
Correctness Proof of the Protocol
Lemma 1. The relation < is transitive.
That is, if
TS(i) < TS(j) and TS(j) < TS(I), then TS(i) < TS(I).
Proof.
Suppose
TS(i,h)=TS(j,h),l<h
<m 1,
TS(i, ml) < TS(j, ml),
and TS(j,h)=TS(1, h), l <h <m2, TS(j, m2) < TS(I, m2).
Then, we have either m 1 <-m 2 or m 2 < m 1. Ifm 1 _<m2, then
TS(i, h) =TS(j, h) = TS(I, h), 1 < h < ml, TS(i,ml) < TS(j,ml) < TS(I, ml).
That is, TS (i ) < TS (l ). Similarly, TS(i) < TS(I), if m2 < ml.
[~ 
Lemma 2. The relation < is irreflexive. That is, there exists no T i such that TS (i) < TS (i).
Proof. By Definition 7, TS (i)= TS (i). Also there exists no Tj such that TS(i) <TS(j) and TS(j) <TS(i), and thus TS (i) < TS (i)
by
Theorem 2. A log is D-serializable (DSR) iff its dependency relation (--->) defines a partial order 2.
This result has been discussed in [2, 5, 12, 13, 17] . To get a total order, we do a topological sort on the partial order.
Theorem 3. MT-1 assures serializability.
Proof. From the algorithm, we observe that if Ti ---> Tj then TS (i) < TS (j), and that once TS (i) < TS (j)
is determined, the relationship will not change afterwards. Also from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we know that < defines a partial order. The relation ~ must be also a partial order. Then, by Theorem 2, it implies serializability. IJ
We note that if k = 1, then MT-1 reduces to the conventional timestamp protocol except that logical clock units, namely sequence numbers 1, 2 ..... instead of real time units are used as timestamps. The advantage is that the logical clock can function over a longer period of real time before it needs to be reset. Note also that MT-1 does not necessarily generate a total order but a partial order among the transactions. It yields more freedom in determining the order based on subsequent dependency relationships. We can increase the degree of partial order by increasing k. Then, the larger k is, the more the concurrency MT-1 can provide.
Degree of Concurrency
Papadimitriou [12] defines the degree of concurrency provided by a scheduler as the number of serializable logs accepted by the scheduler. If a scheduler allows more serializable logs, the scheduler will spend less time in rearranging the execution of operations. The hierarchy of the degree of concurrency for the classes 2PL, TO, SSR, and SR has been given in [9] . Also, the hierarchy of the degree of concurrency for the classes 2PL, SSR, DSR, and SR can be found in [5, 12] . Now, we add FDTO and form the extended hierarchy depicted in Fig. 2 . As mentioned earlier, any MTO is a subset of DSR. Further, the following logs each show the existence of a region in the hierarchy graph. Each simple log, not concatenated with other logs, is equivalent to the serial log T1T2T3.
L1 = R l[X]Wl[x]R2[x]W2[x]R3[x]W3[x] L2 = R 2[y ]R I[z ]R 3[z ]W I[x ]W 2[x ]W 3[Y ] L3 = R2[x]R Â[x]R3[z]WI[y]W2[Y]W3[x]
The concatenation L7 =L2 +L6 ~ region 7. Since L2 E FDTO ~ SSR,/,6 ~ FDTO ~ SSR, L 2 ~ TO, and L 6 2PL, it follows that L2 +L6 ~ FDTO n SSR -TO -2PL = region 7. Similarly, L 4 ~ DSR n SSR, L 7 ~ DSR ~ SSR, L 4 ~ FDTO, andL 7 ~ 2PL w TO. So, L4+L7 ~ DSR n SSR -FDTO -2PL -TO = region 9.
The Protocol MT-2
In this protocol, the transactions are partitioned into mutually disjoint groups G 1, G2 ..... Gm based on some partition rules. The timestamp tables are shown in Fig. 3 . The serializability is assured at two levels. First, we enforce serializability among the groups based on the same algorithm of MT-1 except that groups instead of transactions are involved. Second, we enforce serializability among the transactions inside each group. RT(x) or WT(x) will be used to locate timestamps of a transaction and its associated group. The timestamps of groups will be involved if and only if two immediately dependent transactions are in two different groups. In such a case, we will use only the timestamps of the groups to determine whether to accept or abort an operation. This protocol is extendible for nested transactions [11] , where transactions are grouped into multiple levels. Each level then has an associated timestamp table.
It is worthwhile to note that if we let each group contain exactly one transaction or all the transactions belong to a single group, then MT-2 reduces to MT-1. Secondly, the group membership in MT-2 is static in the sense that a transaction may not migrate to another group during execution unless when the transaction restarts. On the other hand, we can look at MT-1 in another way. That is, we think of <t 1,t 2,-..,tj > as the group order and <tj +1 ..... tk > as the order inside a group. Transactions with the same group order are in the same group. Then the group membership is dynamic in the sense that a transaction may migrate to another group and also a group may split or merge with other groups during execution.
Transactions in the same group must share some common attributes, probably semantic attributes. We will take two examples to illustrate this. Each example gives a partition rule. 
It follows that the dependency relationship between G 1 and G 2 is enforced in one direction but not in reverse direction. This is not only for serializability but sometimes semantically required, especially when there exists a hierarchy relationship between the two groups.
To develop a general partition rule is beyond the scope of this paper.
Distributed MT-1
In a distributed system, we can run MT-I on each site by using the following approach.
(i) We make the kth elements of the timestamp vectors distinct. This can he done in two ways: (1) We use the Lamport clock [10] as follows. Whenever one site has to assign a kth element some ucount or lcount value, it sends out timestamped 3 requests to every other sites, which record these requests in their local queues. The site that has the minimum timestamped request has the priority to use the ucount or lcount value. After the work is done, the site sends out a delete message together with the next available ucount or lcount value to every other sites. Upon receiving the message, one site increments its clock and updates the ucount or lcount value that is to be used at that site accordingly. (2) To avoid large message overhead in (1), there is an altenaative way. That is, we concatenate the k th element with the site number. It is fairer to all the sites, if (a) the site number is concatenated as low order bits, and (b) those sites periodically coordinate one another to use approximately the 3. The timestamp is derived from the Lamport clock and used only for timestamping messages, not for concurrency control.
same ucount and lcount values as high order bits. It is profitable that we let ucount equal the current value of a local real clock, and lcount the negative value of the clock. Then, as long as those local real clocks have almost the same frequency, there is no need to synchronize those real clocks frequently. We also want to point out that all distributed concurrency algorithms based on time stamps need clocks to be synchronized. Thus this overhead is common to all those algorithms for performance purposes.
(ii) Each operation of a transaction implies a lock on its timestamp vector. Whenever we have to access a read timestamp or write timestamp of a data item, we need to lock another timestamp vector. When the operation is done, these locks are released. Note that the two vectors and the data item may each reside at a different site. So we need some message exchanging. Note also that deadlock cannot be avoided in the simpler approach. However, since there are only about three locks to be granted for each operation, there is a simple, efficient way to prevent deadlock. That is, we require that locks be requested in a predefined linear order [8] which is the order among those lockable objects. Once a scheduler locks an object, it can only lock another one later in the ordering. In such a way, there is no need to synchronize those requests. The message overhead tends to be proportionate to the size of the vector.
For either (i) or (ii), we have proposed a method without introducing large message overhead, which is desirable in a distributed system. Further, there is an optimization for the distributed MT-1. That is, if two adjacent operations in a log request to lock different objects, a scheduler can schedule the next operation while waiting for the messages back from other sites for the earlier operation. On the other hand, if those objects are not different, a scheduler may retain the same lock for the next operation, and only the combined resulting value for the locked object is written back to its home site. In such a way, we save unnecessary messages, overlap the scheduling, and thus reduce the average response time.
Implementation Issues
Some implementation issues can be of practical interest. We will highlight the general ideas instead of the details.
(a) Based on the multiprogramming level analyzed in [6] , normally there are 8 to 10 transactions which are active in the system. So, the size of the timestamp table can easily fit in main memory. (b) A timestamp vector can be removed from the table as soon as the transaction is committed and it will not be used for the most recent read or write timestamp of a data item. (c) Thomas [16] specifies the situation when some writes can be simply ignored instead of being aborted. The idea can be easily incorporated into our protocols. (d) Last but not least, we can use vector processors to speed up the comparison of two timestamp vectors, and we can also store the timestamp table in cache memory to get faster access time.
Comparison to Related Work
Similar concept as dynamic timestamp allocation and validation has been proposed by Bayer et al. [1] . In [1] , each transaction starts with a large time interval which is shrank dynamically and explicitly as conflicting operations occur. The order of two disjoint intervals represents the dependency order of the two transactions. We claim that our approach has concrete, complete results compared with theirs:
(i) A timestamp vector can also be thought of as a timestamp interval which is shrank implicitly in our protocols. For example, the vector <3, 2, *, *> represents the interval [3200 -44, 3255]. (For simplicity, we assume a timestamp element is restricted within the range -4 to 5.) Note that the left boundary is 3200 -44 = 3156 instead of 3200, since an element can be negative. If we set a new element, say <3, 2, 1, *>, it represents the interval [3210 -4, 3215]. It can be seen that the previous interval shrinks from "both ends".
This implicit shrinking behavior is significantly different from that in [1] where a time interval shrinks from "one end" each time. Another implicit shrinking property is that if two intervals need to be separated to represent a dependency, the larger interval (i.e., the vector with fewer assigned elements) will be chosen to shrink (i.e., one element will be set), and the smaller one (i.e., the vector with more assigned elements) is left intact. That is, the shrinking process in our protocols is performed in a fair, balanced way, which tends to have predictable, positive impact on the performance. Further, the vector representation allows a transaction to have an "interval" containing more intermediate points (from the hardware point of view) than the word pair representation of an interval in [1] . Thus, our protocols can allow an interval to shrink in much more possible ways than [1] as the vector size becomes larger. That implies more concurrency.
(ii) In [1] , we need to assume a dependency is found, and then we can apply the shrinking scheme for time intervals. The technique to find the dependencies was not addressed in [1] . However, in our protocols, we use read timestamps and write timestamps associated with data items to catch the dependencies as described in the procedure Scheduler.
(iii) In [1] , to separate two overlapping intervals, we may have to choose a number c strictly within the overlapping section, and shrink the two intervals. (For example, to make the interval [2, 61] precede another interval [1, 60] , the two intervals are shrank to [2, c) and [c, 60] respectively, where c is chosen from the overlapping section [2, 60] .) It is evident that the choice of c is critical to the performance. However, the rule to choose the number c was not given in [1] . We should expect that an interval after shrinking should still overlap as many other intervals as possible. Then, we can allow more dependency relationships in the future. In many cases, intervals may shrink exponentially fast in terms of the number of operations, and there tend to be more small pieces of intervals as more and more operations occur or restart. Then, the degree of concurrency will be limited.
(iv) If an aborted transaction always restarts with a fixed interval range as in [1] , the abnormal case identified in 2.2 may also happen. That is, a transaction may be repeatedly aborted without being committed.
In fact, a timestamp vector, though it can be viewed as a kind of "interval", bears useful algebraic properties. It makes the implicit shrinking process simple, and allows more concurrency as we have shown. The concurrency is allowed in a controllable way. That is, more dimensions implies more concurrency.
CONCLUSION
We have proposed two new concurrency protocols using timestamp ordering. The timestamps are derived from dependency relationships rather than a physical clock. Both MT-I and MT-2 are applicable to the multi-step transaction model. Based on our mechanism, dependency information is more precisely recorded in a timestamp vector than a single value timestamp. A direction of further research is to apply this mechanism in improving the performance of other concurrency control mechanisms.
The performance of our protocols can be studied based on three issues: time complexity, the degree of concurrency, and message overhead. The time complexity of our protocols is comparable to the schedulers for DSR and 2PL. Further, the new class FDTO has higher degree of concurrency than the class TO based on the two-step transaction model. It can be seen that when we increase the dimension of fimestamp vectors, the time complexity and the degree of concurrency will stably increase slowly. Also the message overhead can be approximately proportionate to the size of the vector in using distributed MT-1. To choose an optimal number of dimensions, however, is left open.
